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Are you looking for stock icons for your Windows? Visit http://777icons.com immediately and
download one of the best and attractive stock icons from there. These are basically small pictures or
in simple words they are small symbols that represent the software tools. They are even used for
displaying data accessible files and functions. Such symbols provide a shortcut to the user, for
accessing data and programs. Basically your computerâ€™s graphical user interface is formed by these
symbols.

The above mentioned URL is providing you these shortcut symbols in many forms. You can either
buy them or only view them. An individual symbol can be bought as well as you can buy the entire
sets, as feasible for you. This URL is providing the feasibility of custom designed symbols. You
simple have to order them and can get them for your Windows or for web. It is important to make
your web sites and softwares unique and this can be done through these icons, as these make your
product look original. At this URL, you will find several symbols. Simply make a basket and add your
chosen symbols. Once you are done with this then send that basket for order. This product basket
procedure involves both addition and removal of symbols. The link named asâ€•Proceed to check outâ€•,
has to be clicked. Then you have to make a payment through your credit card or through PayPal.
The URL will provide you the download links in your inbox, immediately.

This URL provides Basic icons, Network Icon Library, Stock Toolbar Icons, Vista Toolbar Icons and
even Large Icons, all for Windows 7 and Vista. Take an example of the Basic Icons for Windows 7
and Vista, as these greatly spice up the software. Such symbols are divided in to categories and
these symbols are delivered in 5 sizes. There are two color variants such as True Color and 256
colors. The file formats provided are BMP, GIF, ICO and PNG.

One can even find an icon editor, named as IconLover. As we know that a software development
cycle requires editing and designing of graphics. These include interface elements, animated
cursors and static cursors. You can download this editor very easily.

The most interesting thing about this URL is that each icon (symbol) can be viewed individually and
one can go through all the related information.

You can even recommend your friends and colleagues to visit this URL. They will love it and will
make the best use of it. Whatever web site and software you create, you can add a wonderful spice
to it, by simply choosing symbols from the above mentioned web site.

Some of them are Repair SH, Delete, Yes SH, Apply SH, Disaster and many more. All of them are
colorful. The basic colors used are red, green, yellow and others.

An individual symbol costs up to five dollars. The option for ordering the symbols holds two sizes
only such as 32x32 and 24x24 and you can even earn a discount.
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